Case study shows that the philosophy of “Deemed University” is considered as the Autonomous body having High tech Infra structure, High tech education offered by High tech professors of university exclusively for High tech students say High income group (HIG) capable of paying crores of rupees for getting admission which can never dream by poor students of low income group (LIG) (or) No income group (NIG) having merit.

i. What does mean University?...

ii. What does mean Student?...

iii. What does mean Teacher?...

iv. What does mean Professor?...

v. University differs from demand university?...

...Author
This scientific research focus that the creator of Universe shall be considered as the **super natural person** called by name by author as ‘RAMANUJAM’ who considered created entire universe and matters through his MOTHER JANAKI (Souls).

- i) RAMANUJAM shall mean ‘Father of University’
- ii) JANAKI shall mean Universal Knowledge
- iii) UNIVERSE shall mean Source of knowledge
- iv) KNOWLEDGE shall mean FREE EDUCATION offered by GOD

...Author

The philosophy of RAMANUJAM (University) JANAKI (Knowledge) shall be described as below:

(i)

(ii)
This research further focus that various scientific theories, philosophies, technological concepts considered given to the children of world as ‘Natural gift’ offered by Ramanujam, Janaki based on that Eminent Scientists, Technologist could discover various techniques, medicines, comforts for sustainability of Human in the expanding universe.

a) Philosophy of Ramanujam University?

It is focused that the philosophy of UNIVERSITY shall be considered derived from the philosophy of ‘UNIVERSE’. No universe shall mean no existence of universities, deemed universities; no ‘soul’ (knowledge) means no discoveries, no innovations. The philosophy of Ramanujam UNIVERSITY and foundation of University shall be described as below:

(i)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Region I</td>
<td>Antineutrinos radiation region (Black radiation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region II</td>
<td>Neutrinos radiation region (Stardust radiation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region III</td>
<td>EMR and Matter region (Einstein region)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
i) SUN is like source of PHILOSOPHY (Brahman)
ii) EARTH is like source of SCIENCE (Karmam)
iii) MOON is like source of TECHNOLOGY (Dharmam)
iv) J.RADIATION is like source of WHITE LOGIC (soul)

The J-RADIATION shall also be considered as the source of Universal Principle.
b) “SCHOOL” differs from “DEEMED UNIVERSITY”?

It is hypothesized that ARENKANATHAN, ARENKANAYAKI shall be considered as the Human Ancestors (Brahmas) who considered lived in MARS PLANET (5,00,000 years ago). They shall be considered as “SUPER SCIENTISTS” (Wisdom) whom the wisdom knowledge imparted to them ‘FREE OF COST’. MARS ANCESTORS shall be considered expert in Astrophysics, Astronomy who effectively considered the relative position of various planets in the early universe for effective maintenance of BALANCED CLIMATIC CONDITION hence they lived for thousands of years. STUDENT differs from PROFESSOR?... The philosophy of STUDENT, TEACHER, PROFESSOR shall be distinguished as below:

(i)

JANAKI
(UGC)

(ii)

BRAHMA
(Student)
(SCHOOL)
c) Philosophy of Chancellor?...

It is focused that during “PLASMA AGE” of expanding universe the human ancestors who lived in MARS PLANET (Brahma Angels) considered transformed to EARTH PLANET (3,00,000 years ago) and earthly human ancestors considered generated thereafter. The first human Ancestors on the earth planet shall also be called as DARK POPULATIONS (proto Indos) who probably reached Earth planet on ‘APRIL 14’.
ST. SITA
(Vice Chancellor)

ST. RAMA
(Chancellor)
CASE STUDY

Case Study shows that during 17th & 18th Centuries, the old education system involving no expenditure on education. In India, especially, before independence, say during British Period, Mogul Period, the education was offered FREE OF COST for everyone. One cited example is that grandmothers & grandfathers used to tell proudly that their 7th Std is equivalent to present day post-graduation. Further after independence the cost of education has become very high and only high income group can do for higher education just like medicine, engineering, etc. In the present day education system, for admission in LKG Std, there is an approximate annual expenditure of Rs.1 Lakh and parents have to write examination and attend the interview for admission.

Gandhian thought of education focused three areas that is spiritual, intellectual & physical development of children. Further the real system of education is one whether the children of RICH and POOR, of king on the subject, receive education through crafts and also Gandhian thought of education also focus that all education in a country has got to be demonstrably in promotion of the progress of country. Various global nations offering total FREE EDUCATION to the citizens irrespective of age.
Conclusion:

This scientific research recommends to UNO and GLOBAL NATIONS for imparting balanced free education to every one irrespective of income group, caste, creed, religion. The Government may have full control over Deemed Universities. The Management of Deemed Universities may consider at least 30% “FREE SEATS ALLOCATIONS” to Government sponsored candidates through competitive examination. In private Industries also 30% EMPLOYEES POST shall be allotted to Govt. sponsored candidate through Employment Exchange.
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